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I would like to introduce myself shortly.I am Executive Director of Approved Specified Nonprofit Corporation　Japanese Organization of CS Broadcasting for People with Disability.I am also President of ASTEM corporation limited.



We have been Broadcasting program 
“TV Listening with Your Eyes”

for 18 years

100% Caption and Sign Language
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Our organization has been broadcasting program “TV listening with eyes” which has 100% caption and sign language for persons with hearing disabilities for 18 years.
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These caption and sign language are sent via CS and  synthesized  with the terrestrial broadcasting by  the function “picture-in-picture” of our receiver “Eye Dragon 3”.



VIDEO : “TV Listening with Your Eyes”
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This is our program.This is caption, this is sign language.This program was broadcasting news in the aftermath of the Great East Japan Earthquake which occurred five years ago.



VIDEO: “Messages of  Life
-Twice as Many Persons with Disabilities 
Passed Away on March Eleventh-”
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After the big earthquake, we were hit by huge tsunami.Too many people were killed in this Earthquake.More than twice as many persons with disabilities passed away. Now I would like to show you a part of the documentary film “Message of Life”. Disaster victims of persons with disabilities and their relevant people spoke about their experience.We learnt from their experience, and think how we should change our society in the future. This film has caption, sign language and audio description for persons with hearing and visual disabilities.English version was also made for foreign people. (playing “Massage of Life”) As you can see, Information accessibility is very important, especially in the time of disaster.
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And now, As you know, Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities was adopted by the United Nations in December 2006.And there are some articles of accessibility.



In December 2006, “Convention on the 
Rights of  Persons with Disabilities” 
was adopted by the United Nations

Now, over 160 countries have ratified
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Now, over 160 countries have ratified the Convention. Each country is preparing domestic laws.



International Telecommunication Union 
Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T)

2009 Start to discuss about accessibility 
especially Media like TV

2013 Introduce our program 
“TV listening with eyes”

the Great East Japan Earthquake
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In step with this global movement, International Telecommunication Union Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) has started to discuss about accessibility, especially Media like TV since 2009. I was invited by ITU-T in 2013 to introduce our program “TV listening with eyes”.And I also spoke about the dead rate of persons with disabilities in the Great East Japan Earthquake.We re-realized the importance of information accessibility.



ITU-T

2014 
July

the proposal of  
information accessibility on IPTV
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In July 2014, the proposal of information accessibility on IPTV was submitted to ITU-T.



What is IPTV?
A system through which video, image, audio and 
text are delivered using the Internet Protocol suite

Put simply,
the fusion of  Broadcast 
and Internet or Web technology
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And now, do you know what IPTV is?IPTV is a system through which video, image, audio and text are delivered using the Internet Protocol suite.Put simply,It is a kind of the fusion of Broadcast and Internet or Web technology.



GOOD point of  IPTV
TV remote controller
Watch from all over the world
Service for local and persons with disabilities etc.
In near future, 
Shopping /Learning/Health check
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Good points of IPTV are…You can control with TV remote controller.This means, you don’t need any training.Since using IP network, if Internet is connected, you can watch IPTV anywhere.It is universal system.You can watch foreign program. And special programs like “for local” of “for persons with disability” can be provided.Since using IP network, IPTV has possibilities of providing various service like shopping, learning and health check in near future.



ITU-T

2014
July

“Provide us accessibility service which 
can be provided now”

2014 
Oct.

Proposal to define the accessibility     
service of  providing with IPTV

2015
Nov.

Published officially as ITU-T 
Recommendation H.702
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Now you know what IPTV is, I would like to back to the Accessibility.As I spoke, In July 2014, two Japanese persons with disabilities organization submitted liaison letters to ITU-T. These letters was  about expectation for accessibility service with IPTV.Because current  IPTV technology can provide some information accessibilities.They requested “Please provide us accessibility service which can be provided now as soon as possible”.To meet this request, the proposal of  defining the accessibility service with IPTV was submitted.After that, ITU-T member discussed several times, In November 2015, this proposal published officially as ITU-T Recommendation H.702. by ITU-T.



PDF:H.702
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This is  “H.702”.We do not have enough time to explain whole of this , I would like to show you part of  it.As you can see,  there are  various functions of  caption, sign language and audio description.Since the request from the organizations of persons with disabilities was  that  they needed accessibility service as soon as possible,Functions are  divided as  3 technical level profile, Basic, Enhanced, Main.Basic profile is  already available technically.Enhanced profile is next technical level.3rd one is Main profile.In the future, “Main profile”  should be available in  all IPTV terminal device.



Functions of  H.702
Caption Size, color, position, background- color, 

multiple language
Sign

language
Size, position, background color, 
multiple language
ON/OFF sign language

Audio
description

Adjust sound quality, multiple language
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I would like to introduce some function of H.702.Caption, you can change size, color, position, background color.You can also select from multiple language.For example, off course, English or Japanese.In the future, to meet each of our different caption need, this system can provide new caption service like “easy understandable Japanese” for persons with intellectual disability.Sign language, change size, position and background color.Select language.And ON/OFF sign language is the world first function. Audio description, Adjust sound quality and select language.If you want to know the detail, please get “H.702” from ITU-T website.



Listening 
with Your 

Eyes”

H.702 Supported TV

BROADCAST SERVICE
HTV set overlay caption

Sign language on video
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One of big merit of H.702 is that 3rd party can provide accessibility service.Please look at this figure.This is Broadcast service, put simply, this is TV broadcast station.This is H.702 supported TV.He is making caption. He is not from Broadcast station. He is 3rd party.Caption is sent to TV through network, TV program video is sent to TV through network,This H.702 supported TV overlays the caption on the video.You can watch the program with caption.This system works for sign language and audio description as well.Important point is accessibility service provided by 3rd party.



Listening 
with Your 

Eye
s”

H.702 Supported TV

VOD SERVICE           

TV set overlay caption
Sign language on video
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Please look at this figure.This figure is changed here, from Broadcast Service to VOD Service. This figure shows that this system is not only for broadcast service but also VOD Service.



H.702 supported Set Top Box
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If a TV is not supported H.702, As connecting a Set Top Box supported H.702, you can use the service.For example, like this, actually this image is our Set Top Box supported H.702.But this is not ready for sale.



March 2016, ITU-T IPTV-GSI Meeting in Tokyo

ITU-T SG16 member
gathered from about 10 countries

Regarding Accessibility,
IPTV-GSI Q26/16 discussed

“IPTV” ”Telephone rely service”
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Now let’s move on to next page,In March 2016, ITU-T IPTV-GSI Meeting held in Tokyo, Japan.ITU-T member gathered from about 10 countries.Regarding accessibility, IPTV-GSI Q26/16 discussed about IPTV and telephone relay service and so on. 
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This is a photo of side event.　Mainly Question26 members participated in this event.But another ITU-T members, delegates of persons with disabilities organization and delegates of private business participated.And Japanese Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications and Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare said a few words.Since this is international event of information accessibility.English/Japanese simultaneous interpretation, live caption and sign language were provided.  They are sign language interpreter. Japanese and English.
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This photo is the same event.These monitor showed live video and live caption, English and Japanese.



“Beyond 2020, the Main profile should 
be available in all IPTV terminal devices 

that are considered fully accessible.” 

In 2020, the Tokyo Olympic Games
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At Last, There is a sentence in H.702. “Beyond 2020, the Main profile should be available in all IPTV terminal devices that are considered fully accessible.” And the Tokyo Olympic Games will hold in 2020.If all people can enjoy the Tokyo Olympic games with information accessibility,How wonderful it is. 



Beyond 2020,
Prevail IPTV and H.702 all over the world!

©Copyright 2016  Yuzo Oshima
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IPTV and H.702 is not only for developed country like America and Japan.I would like to prevail throughout the world beyond 2020, including somewhere not have even Internet now. This is the end of my presentation.Next speaker is Mr. Shintani from the All Japan Association of Hard of Hearing and Late-Deafened People.
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